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Cloud Computing, A Practical ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2009
"The promise of cloud computing is here. These pages provide the 'eyes wide open' insights you need to transform your business." --Christopher Crowhurst, Vice President, Strategic Technology, Thomson Reuters

A Down-to-Earth Guide to Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing: A Practical Approach provides...
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Advanced Java® EE Development with WildFly®Packt Publishing, 2015

	Your one-stop guide to developing Java® EE applications with the Eclipse IDE, Maven, and WildFly® 8.1


	About This Book

	
		Develop Java EE 7 applications using the WildFly platform
	
		Discover how to use EJB 3.x, JSF 2.x, Ajax, JAX-RS, JAX-WS, and Spring with WildFly 8.1
	
		A...
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Ajax: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2008
Is Ajax a new technology, or the same old stuff web developers have been using for years? Both, actually. This book demonstrates not only how tried-and-true web standards make Ajax possible, but how these older technologies allow you to give sites a decidedly modern Web 2.0 feel. Ajax: The Definitive Guide explains how to use standards like...
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Beginning Windows 8 Data Development: Using C# and JavaScript (Expert's Voice in Windows)Apress, 2013

	This book introduces novice developers to a range of data access strategies for storing and retreiving data both locally and remotely. It provides you with a range of fully working data access solutions and the insight you need to know when, and how, to apply each of the techniques to best advantage.


	Focussing specifically on how...
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The Definitive ANTLR 4 ReferencePragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		Programmers run into parsing problems all the time. Whether it's a data format like JSON, a network protocol like SMTP, a server configuration file for Apache, a PostScript/PDF file, or a simple spreadsheet macro language--ANTLR v4 and this book will demystify the process. ANTLR v4 has been rewritten from scratch to make it...
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Swift EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Get up and running lightning fast with this practical guide to building applications with Swift


	About This Book

	
		Rapidly learn how to program Apple's newest programming language, Swift, from the basics through to working applications
	
		Create graphical iOS applications using Xcode and...
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jQuery and JavaScript Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Get more done faster with jQuery and JavaScript! Brad Dayley’s jQuery and JavaScript Phrasebook brings together 100+ instantly useful code snippets and idioms for performing a wide spectrum of common web application tasks. This hands-on guide gets straight to the essence of what’s new and important in...
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Mastering Object-oriented PythonPackt Publishing, 2014

	For those who know the basics of object-oriented Python this book is a must-have. With 750 code samples and a relaxed tutorial approach, it’s the seamless route to more sophisticated programming.


	Overview

	
		Create applications with flexible logging, powerful configuration and command-line options,...
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Learning Bing Maps APIPackt Publishing, 2013

	Bing Maps are a great resource and very versatile when you know how. And this book will show you how, covering everything from embedding on a web page to customizing with your own styles and geo-data.


	Overview

	
		Display address information for any point on the map through the location-based REST services...
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KnockoutJS Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Efficiently work with data, web templates, and custom HTML tags using KnockoutJS


	About This Book

	
		Simplify page logic with automated calculations and control the visibility of your CSS elements with the help of robust yet friendly templates
	
		Create your own custom HTML tags that provide...
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Field Guide to Hadoop: An Introduction to Hadoop, Its Ecosystem, and Aligned TechnologiesO'Reilly, 2015

	
		If your organization is about to enter the world of big data, you not only need to decide whether Apache Hadoop is the right platform to use, but also which of its many components are best suited to your task. This field guide makes the exercise manageable by breaking down the Hadoop ecosystem into short, digestible sections....
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RubyMotion: iOS Development with Ruby (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Make beautiful apps with beautiful code: use the elegant and concise Ruby programming language with RubyMotion to write truly native iOS apps with less code while having more fun. You'll learn the essentials of creating great apps, and by the end of this book, you'll have built a fully functional API-driven app. Whether you're a...
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